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News from Innovation Works:  
Mobile Work Station for VERDICT  

 

KENOSHA, Wis. – August 1, 2013 – Snap-on is leading the way in mobile diagnostic equipment with the 
new mobile work station (KRSC332PC) featuring the VERDICT

® Diagnostic and Information system. This 
innovative and versatile cart will allow service technicians to use their VERDICT anywhere in the service bay 
much more quickly and productively. 
 
“Our new cart offers service technicians mobility and efficiency for their VERDICT system,” said Jay Serpe, 
product manager for Snap-on. “The cart is a secure, fully enclosed, mobile work station for diagnostic work. 
Durable and adaptable, the KRSC332PC will keep the VERDICT system and accessories protected and 
secure, allowing techs to utilize the VERDICT anywhere in the shop.”    
 
The Snap-on

®
 VERDICT Mobile Work Station (KRSC332PC) is welded, not bolted, for superior strength. It is 

equipped with a mounting plate inside the lid with pre-set weld nuts to attach the monitor permanently and 
securely for viewing from a distance when the lid is open. The system is fully enclosed and easy to open and 
shut; the monitor and the VERDICT stay in position, ready to use.  Pre-cut foam is designed to accommodate 
the VERDICT diagnostic system with all its accessories and adaptors for easy accessibility and also aids in 
quickly identifying any missing accessories or adaptors.  The mobile work station is also protected by Snap-
on’s tough powder coat paint with XMR, providing extra chemical and scratch resistance, to keep it looking 
great. 
 
Customers can learn more about the new Snap-on VERDICT Mobile Work Station (KRSC332PC) by 
contacting their participating Snap-on franchisee or representative, visiting www.snapon.com or by calling toll 
free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).  
 
About Snap-on Innovation Works 
Innovation Works is a 25,000 square foot, state of the art facility located at Snap-on’s Kenosha campus that 
provides a resource for the entire global organization. It supports a vibrant customer-centered innovation 
process. The space includes a sophisticated service garage, franchise van display, 2D prototyping room, 
design lab, 3D modeling facility, display and application room, customer observation room, training room, 
museum and IdeaFORGE - a 600 capacity multimedia conference center. Innovation Works supplements the 
many local market innovation resources in place throughout Snap-on’s global footprint. 
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and 
marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users 
performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics 
software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle dealerships 
and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, 
construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power generation and technical education. 
Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and 
services through franchisee, company-direct, distributor and Internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which 
was founded in 1920, is a $2.9 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wis. with operations throughout 
the world.  For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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